Sustainable Brands is the largest community of learning and international inspiration, which puts at the
center of the debate the role of brands for building a sustainable future. It is based on the belief that by
stimulating innovation, we can change the way we do business and with it, the world. Today's leading
brands that are re designing its role and all aspects of its business to create positive net impact are present
in Sustainable Brands.

Business leaders, marketing professionals, human resources, communication, design, finance, sales,
production and sustainability in this event find the inspiration, the tools and the networking that will help
them to boost their commercial success with positive impact.

is part of a global network of conferences.

257 K+ tweets analyzed from 16
Nov 15 - 4 Feb 16 mentioning the
keywords “Sustainability OR
Susty” to indentify the top 100
most influential brands and
individuals leading the discussion
on Twitter. This is a network map
of the top engaged users in the
Sustainability conversation.

Trends and success stories
that mark the way forward.

Brands, companies, NGOs, governments
and other agencies present their
proposals to lead the world to a
sustainable economy.

Discussion and exchange sessions that
help analyze specific business issues.

Time to learn, exchange and promote
ideas.

Work sessions that help turn ideas
into action.

1 | Purpose Macro.
2 | Leadership and Organizational Change.
3 | Impact innovation.
4 | Engagement through Creating Shared Value.
5 | Raise our collective purpose.

For those who contribute to
incorporate sustainability and
CSR in their organizations.

For those who are
innovative and help to
create shared value.

For those who are aware
of the impact of its brands
in the environment.

For those who strive to
create value throughout
the supply chain.

For those who generate
discussions and invite their
stakeholders to join them on
the path of sustainability.

For those who encourage the
management to take proactive and share sustainable
behaviors to change from
within.

#BuyOneGiveOne
With the purchase of 1 ticket to SB16ba, you are allowing a change agent to participate for free.
Change agents interested in getting this benefit must register on the web.
The tickets will be assigned according to the registration order, and they are limited.
In all cases, applicants must prove to be a member of an organization or project that has a
social or environmental impact.
Who are the agents of change that can access the tickets generated?
- Members of NGOs.
- Independent professionals who are actively involved in projects with impact.
- Social or Environmental Entrepreneurs.

ALVARO ALMEIDA - Founder of Report Sustentabilidade. Director of Sustainable Brands Rio.

GABRIELA KOROVSKY - Co-founder URBAN Grupo de Comunicación and General

AUGUSTINE AGRAZ - Director of Corporate Affairs of LAN.

Director at Sustainable Brands Buenos Aires

GABRIEL BERGER - Director of the School of Management and Business, and the Center for Social Innovation

ANDREA ZELKOWICZ - CFO &i Business Strategy Partner

at the University of San Andrés.

DÉBORA RAJTMAN - Commercial Director

ALFREDO BERNARDI - Manager of Institutional Relations and CSR in GENNEIA SA

PABLO BENAVIDES - Thinking Partner

GASTON BIGIO - Founder of David The Agency.

CECILIA LAUTIERI - Production Manager

SEBASTIAN BIGORITO - Executive Director of the Argentine Business Council for Sustainable Development,

MELINA PANGARE - Communication Director

CEADS .

JOY SCHVINDLERMAN – Sustainable Director

VERÓNICA CHEJA - Co Founder Urban Grupo de Comunicación.

JUAN MAURI - Advertising/Media

GISELE DELLA MEA - Founder of 3 Vectors.

LEANDRO MOYANO - Social Media

CARLOS GUYOT - Managing Editor of the newspaper La Nacion.
MATÍAS KELLY - Head of the Executive Unit of Social Income with Labour in the Ministry of Social
Development of the Nation.
CARLOS MARCH - Head of the National Strategy AVINA Argentina.
FEDERICO OVEJERO - Director of Public Affairs and Communication of General Motors Argentina
CRISTIAN PÉREZ – Public Affairs Manager Argentina
FLORENCIA SALVI - Corporate Social Responsibility Manager of the Chamber of Commerce the United States
in Republic Argentina, AmCham.
ALEANDRA SCAFATI – Director of BAPRO.
GUILLERMO SCHULMEIER - Co-fundador & CEO of Emprendia.
KARINA STOCOVAZ - Sustainability Manager LatAm & International Natura.
KOANN VILKOREN SKRZYNIARZ - Founder of Sustainable Brands. CEO of Sustainable Life Media.

PEDRO TARAK - B System Manager and undertook.

With over 135 years of history, La Rural, Buenos Aires Fairgrounds is the main center of events in the
country and the Southern Cone. With a prime location in downtown Buenos Aires and an area of over 12
hectares, technological and building infrastructure of last generation, total 45,000 m2 covered and
uncovered more than 10,000 m2, plus an underground parking for 1,000 cars. Rural combines respect for
history with a strong commitment to the modern world. Pole of cultural, business and social attraction,
growth engine of the city and Argentina, working every day with a clear target: to be a window to the
world.

URBAN Grupo de Comunicación
sustainablebrands@urbancom.co
+54 11 56 70 65 00
Castillo 637. C1414AWM
Buenos Aires. Argentina

